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TOPICS IN T AlTA TONE 11*

David Odden
Ohio State University

This paper describes aspects of tone in the Mbololo dialect of Taita, compariing
it to the Dembwa dialect described in Odden (200 I). A salient feature of tone in
the language is a covert lexical distinction between words with final H versus
those with no final tone. Phrasal tone alternations provide ample evidence allowing the recovery of this underlying distinction. The language also has a process of rightward H tone shift, also found in languages such as lita and Dembwa
Taita. In contrast to Dembwa Taita, where language-internal evidence clearly indicates that surface shift is the result of general spreading and restricted de linking, the patterns of spread and delinking in Mbololo Taita are perfectly matched,
so that there is no synchronic evidence for a two-step account of tone shift.

1.

Introduction.

The Bantu language Mbololo is one of the dialects of Davida (E7 4a), a sister language of Saghala (E7 4b) within the Taita subgroup of Bantu, which is spoken in
southeastern Kenya. The purpose of this paper is to continue the description of
tone in the language started in Odden (2001), which describes aspects of tone in
the Dembwa dialect, and to provide comparative background on how the system
may have developed. Philippson (1991) and Philippson & Montlahuc (2003) provide Davida data, from the Josa dialect, which is briefly discussed in the last section, along with some data from the Rong'e dialect.
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Like the more distantly related Bantu languages Rimi, Kikuyu, Sukuma
and Jita, and the more closely related Chaga and the mutually intelligible dialect
Dembwa Taita (henceforth "Dembwa"), Mbololo Taita (henceforth "Mbololo")
has rightward shift of H tones from their underlying position. Tone shift is a typological anomaly - one does not find "voicing shift" or "rounding shift" in
languages, and stress shift, perhaps the closest analogue to tone shift, is heavily
conditioned by rhythmic factors that play little role in tone shift - and therefore
investigation into the nature of tone shift potentially reveals something unique
about the nature of the human language faculty. The quality of any such crosslinguistic investigation depends on the availability of the fullest range possible of
basic descriptions of the facts. This paper seeks to contribute to our knowledge of
phonology by expanding the database of language description to include a previously undescribed tonal system.
Section 2 of the paper discusses NP-internal alternations of tone, focusing
on evidence for the distinction between surface toneless nouns which have an underlying word-final H, versus those stems with no underlying H tone, a distinction which is neutralized in citation forms in favor of a toneless pattern. This section also presents evidence for phrasal rules which insert and dock a H tone between a noun and a modifier, rules which partially obscure the underlying final H
vs. toneless distinction. These rules interact with Meeussen' s Rule, which deletes
a H tone after a H - in Mbololo, this affects only floating tones. A further problem is posed by the existence of modifiers which do not trigger phrasal H tone insertion. It is shown that the number of underlying syllables in the modifier affects
whether phrasal H is inserted, so that underlyingly disyllabic modifiers do not
cause H-insertion. Finally, subject noun plus verb constructions are considered,
further supporting the proposed underlying tonal distinctions in nouns and showing that phrasal H-insertion is limited to applying within the NP.
Section 3 considers tone in verbs, including interaction between verb and
following noun, which provides evidence for a reflex of the common Bantu system of melodic tone inflection as part of the tense-aspect system. The final section compares the system of tonal alternations of Dembwa and Mbololo, and considers the historical development of lexical distinctions in nouns.
2.

Noun Tone.

Since nominal word-formation processes in Taita contribute negligibly to tonal
alternations, there is little to say about word-internal noun tone. However, phrasal
combinations of noun plus word, or word plus noun, do give rise to interesting
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alternations whose nature is not immediately obvious. An investigation of lexically-governed alternations between citation and modified forms in 2.1 motivates
an opaque distinction between nouns with final H versus those with no H, considering combinations of noun plus adjective and noun plus certain numerals in 2.1.
Failure of phrasal H insertion before "tonally inert" modifiers is discussed in 2.2.
Section 2.3 considers the tone of nouns in preverbal position.

2.1 Noun + adjective constructions. There are two main surface tone classes of
nouns in Mbololo: those with a H on the penultimate syllable, and those which
are surface toneless. Examples ofpenult-H nouns are given in (I).'
(1)

ifUmu
msenge
mukci60
nganga
/

/

,

'spear
,
walking stick'
'vertical stud'
'guinea fowl'

lumbo
msldu
lJondi

'song'
'forest'
,
'sheep

Surface toneless nouns are given in (2), with the data being divided into two morphophonemic classes, which will be justified below.
(2)

I

a. lyeyo
masoka
kikoto
lwau
pandu
mm
mayu

'tooth'
'axe'
'hand'
'foot'
'people'
'roots'
'legs'

iyembe
kijiko
lundi
mudi
mungulu
muzi
palimi

,

'hoe
,
'spoon
,
'rafter
'tree'
'bean'
,
'village
'farmers'

Transcriptions of data given are in phonetic transcription where j represents a voiced alveopalatal affricate (IP A [d3]), s is a voiceless alveopalatal fricative (IP Am) and c is a voiceless
alveopalatal fricative (IPA [tSD. In addition, ng is phonetically [l)g). This differs from the
quasi-orthography for consonants used in Odden (2001). Unlike Dembwa, which allows both
level H and falling tone on the penult, in Mbololo, the phrasal penult is somewhat lengthened,
but the length of the penult has no phonological consequences, a H toned penult always having level H pitch. Some nouns in classes 1 and 3, which have the noun class prefix Imu/, realize that prefix in these examples as [ll!], e.g. [ll!senge] 'walking stick', while others realise
the prefix as [mu], e.g. [mukii60] 'vertical stud'. I have not investigated the circumstances
surrounding this alternation thoroughly but it appears that Imul reduces to [ll!] optionally. Examples are presented here in the form in which I record them in my notes. Any dishomorganic [mC] cluster has syllabic [ll!], so syllabicity is marked only before a labial.
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b. pukuta
ituku
lumi
mon
pana

'wall'
'day'
'tongue'
'moon'
'child'

mso
kiju
mikonu
mukame

'eye'
'shadow'
'anns'
'sp. tree'

Nouns with an overt H tone such as in (1) are significantly less common, compared to surface toneless nouns such as in (2).
While there is no reason to distinguish the two subsets of nouns (2a) and
(2b) given just the citation fonns of the nouns, phrasal phonology provides evidence for an underlying distinction. As seen in (3) and (4), the citation-toneless
class must be differentiated into two sub-classes before an adjective. In the group
(2a), to be referred to as the "toneless nouns", the first syllable of the following
adjective, which is usually a noun class agreement prefix, has H.2
(3)

iyeyo 1-6aha
masoka ma-Iaca
kikoto kl-6aha
lwau lu-Iaca
pandu pa-Iaca
muzi rV-6aha
mayu a-dadu
mayu punyanya

'big tooth'
,
'long axes
'big hand'
'long foot'
'tall people'
,
'big village
'3 legs'
,
'8 legs

iyembe 1-6aha
kijiko kl-Iaca
lundi lu-Iaca
mudi mu-Iaca
mingulu ml-6aha
miri I-dadu
palimi pa-linga

'big hoe'
'long spoon'
'long rafter'
'tall tree'
'big beans'
'3 roots'
'how many
fanners?'

Since such nouns are themselves toneless in phrase-medial context, it is reasonable to assume that these nouns are underlyingly toneless.
In the other group, (2b) - the "H nouns" - a final H emerges on the last
vowel of the noun.
(4)

2

pukuta m-Iaca
ituku i-Iaca
IUml lu-Iaca
mOrl rv-6aha
pana pa-6aha
pana pa-linga

'long wall'
,
'long day
,
'long tongue
,
'big moon
,
'big children
'how many
children?'

iriso i-6aha
kiju ki-6aha
mikonu mi-6aha
mukame m-Iaca
pana pa-dadu
mikonu punyanya

'big eye'
'big shadow'
'big anns'
'tall tree (sp.)'
'3 children'
'8 anns'

However, the numeral 'eight', among others, does not agree in class with the head noun.
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These data present two puzzles: what lexical property distinguishes the nouns of
(4) which have a final H before an adjective from those of (3) which do not, and
what explains the presence ofH on the adjective in (3) and its lack in (4)7
The tone alternation in the adjective could be explained by positing a H
tone on the adjective prefix which is directly manifested in (3) and is deleted after
a final H in (4) - hypothesizing lituku 'ilacal ---+ [ituku ilaca]. Alternatively, the
data can be explained by assuming that the adjective prefix is underlyingly toneless, so that (4) involves no rule application, and we can explain the data of (3) by
insertion of H on the adjective when no H is present in the preceding word, thus
liyembe i6aha! ---+ [iyembe'i6aha].
There is additional evidence to support the latter insertion approach. The
adjective is also toneless when it comes after a penult-H noun: such nouns do not
themselves undergo tonal alternations.
(5)

itUmu i-6aha
misenge mi-laca
mika60 mi-laca
nganga m-baha

'big spear'
'long stick
'long stud'
'big guinea fowl'

'long song'
'big forest'
'big sheep'
'long soap'

lumbo lu-laca
mSidu m-6aha
1Jondi ~-baha
sa6uni n-daca

This fact follows directly from the assumption that the adjective is toneless, and
receives H only after a toneless noun. In addition, we also find that the adjective
is toneless in its citation form.
(6)

lulaca
:rv 6aha

'long (el. 11)'
'big (el. 3)'

'long (cl. 4)'
'big (cl. 7)'

milaca
ki6aha

Since the nouns of (3) do not have a surface H tone either in citation forms
or phrasally, in the data considered so far, the most transparent account of them,
the one adopted here, posits that the toneless nouns are underlyingly toneless.
They thus differ from the H nouns, which have an underlying H tone. Since that
H is not always manifested on the surface, the question arises as to where that H
is associated underlyingly, if it is associated at all. Four imaginable accounts of
the H noun iriso 'eye' are given in (7).
(7)

a.

H

.j
IflSO

b.

H

..A

mso

c.

H

I

mso

d.

H
IflSO
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We can rule out representation (7a) for two reasons. First, that would falsely render H nouns indistinguishable from non-alternating penult-H nouns such as
[mikit60]. Second, there are monosyllabic roots in the set of H nouns, e.g. [ki-ju]
'shadow', [vi-ju] 'shadows', [~u-su] 'face' - see kiju ki6aha 'big shadow', f3usu
mlaca 'long face'. 3 An underlying representation which requires the H nouns to
lexically bear tone on the penultimate syllable predicts that there would be no
monosyllabic roots in the H class, and yet there are. This reduces the choices of
underlying form to (7c) or (7d), either with a floating H or a H linked to the last
syllable.
Providing a more explicit account of the adjectival tone alternation helps to
narrow the choice of underlying form for nouns down to (7 c). I assume underlying /iriso/, which undergoes the Prepausal H Deletion rule (8) - "##" indicates
prepausal position in that rule.
(8)

Prepausal H Deletion
H ~ ell
##

Since the adjectival H is not underlyingly present, it must be inserted and associated. As seen below, the surface realization of the adjectival H can vary according
to phonological properties of the phrase. I assume the Phrasal H Insertion rule (9).
(9)

Phrasal H Insertion
~ H / [NP [N _
][ ... ] ]

o

The exact phonological and morpho syntactic conditions on this rule require further discussion and empirical investigation. Analogous phrasal H insertion between words within a phrase can be found in Kikerewe (Odden 2000a), lita
(Downing 1996), Zinza (Odden 2000b), Runyankore (Poletto 1998) and Kimatuumbi (Odden 1996). This floating H then docks to the first vowel on the right.

3

A reviewer suggests the possibility that the stem for 'shadow' is disyllabic -iju, where vowel
deletion maps Iki-ijul onto [kiju]. This theory could be tested with a form selecting a prefix
not ending in i, which unfortunately is not available in my data. Theoretically, the stem for
'face' could likewise be -usu. Further fieldwork is required to definitively resolve this issue.
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H-Docking

~,:]
[f.!
According to this rule, only a floating H docks to the next word. 4 As stated in (9),
the H is inserted within the noun. The derivation of iyembe i6aha from liyembe
i6ahal thus inserts a floating H tone into the noun iyembe by (9), and (10) then
links that H' to the left edge of the following adjective.
Given these rules for the variable adjectival H, the lexically H nouns of (4)
such as iriso must have a H linked to the final syllable, to maintain the behavioral
distinction between iriso i6aha and iyembe 16aha. If iriso had a floating H, and if
the combination of toneless noun plus adjective iyembe + i6aha also received a
floating H, there would be no way to distinguish the behavior of toneless and H
nouns before an adjective. If H nouns have a lexically-linked final H and a floating H is inserted when a toneless noun is combined with an adjective, the distinction is easily maintained via the difference between linked and floating tones.
This analysis raises the question what happens to the floating H in iriso
i6aha (4) where the noun has a lexical final H, or ifumu i6aha (5) with a penult
H? The lack of H can be explained in two ways. Insertion of H by (9) could be
constrained, to insert H only after a toneless noun. This would render (9) parallel
to similar rules of Kikerewe and Kimatuumbi, where H insertion is blocked when
the triggering word has a H tone. How to encode such a restriction on insertion is
a problem of phonological theory: see Reiss (2003) for discussion of the role of
existential quantifiers and variables in a formal theory of phonology. Since a formal statement of H-tone blockage would seem to require a number of devices to
express the condition \:1'x((xEY):)((x:;tH)) - variables, quantifiers and a membership operator - which are not independently known to be part of the theory of
rules, I will not adopt a blocking condition on H insertion. The alternative,
4

Robert Botne (p.c.) suggests the alternative that such nouns have a floating H (as distinct
from the finally-linked H underlying the nouns of (2b)). There is no contrast between toneless
noun stems and those with floating H, so this is conceivable; the tradeoff is that the floating H
must be deleted in the complement of the context (9), and all nouns must be assumed to have
some H tone. In addition, however, an alternative analysis of the tone of the copula would be
necessitated if the nouns of (2a) have a floating tone, since, as I show in section 3.2, the copula has a floating tone but behaves differently from toneless nouns.
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adopted here, is an additional rule of H deletion, one deleting a floating H tone
after any H.
(11) Meeussen' s Rule
H'~0/H

I am aware of no facts showing whether restricting (9) is empirically better or
worse in accounting for adjectival H than deletion (11). Derivations of relevant
fonus are given below to show how these alternations are accounted for.
(12)

H
· . II
I lflSO

H

liriJ i6ahal
HH
iriJ

i6aha

liyembel

liyembe i6ahal

underlying

H

iyembe i6aha

PHI (9)

H

[irisl i6aha]

MR (11)
H

[iyembe !6aha]

[iriso]

H-Docking (10)

PHD (8)

In the citation form iriso, the final H is simply deleted. In liriso i6ahal a floating
H is inserted before the adjective, but is deleted because of the preceding H. In
contrast in liyembe i6aha/, the inserted H is not deleted since no H precedes, and
H-Docking (10) therefore maps the H to the following word.
A surface complication of this pattern is encountered when the noun is in
agreement class 9-10, which has a surface nonsyllabic class prefix N-. In contrast
to previous examples, where the adjective's assigned H appears on the class prefix (ki-, i-, lu- etc. as well as syllabic "1), when the noun and adjective are in class
9-10, the H appears on the root-initial syllable. With H nouns in (13), no H is ex-
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pected on the adjective because the floating H would be deleted due to the noun's
H tone.
(13)

coka
kosi
mbanga
ngolo
nguku
smgo
tindi

'snake'
'dog'
'cave'
'heart'
,
'chicken
'neck'
'tomato'

coka ndaca
koSi mbaha
mbanga mbaha
ngolo mbaha
nguku ndaca
singo ndaca
tindi mbaha

'long snake'
'big dog'
'big cave'
'big heart'
'tall chicken'
'long neck'
'big tomato'

Similarly, penult-H nouns predictably have no H tone assigned to the adjective.
(14) IJondi
nganga
sa6uni
/

'sheep'
'guinea fowl'
'soap'

IJondi mbaha
nganga mbaha
sa6uni ndaca

'big sheep'
'big guinea fowl'
'long soap'

After toneless nouns, however, a H appears on the first syllable of the adjective
root.
(15)

kamba
mbayo
mbua
mbuj3a
ndaya
ndana
nganda
njoyolo
rwal

'rope'
'savannah'
'nose'
,
'garden
'knife'
,
'bow
'wall'
,
'rooster
'mosquito'

kamba ndaca
mbayo mbaha
mbuandaca
mbuj3a mbaha
ndaya ndaca
ndana ndaca
nganda mbaha
njoyolo mbaha
rwai mbaha

'long rope'
'big savannah'
'long nose'
'big garden'
'long knife'
,
'long bow
'big wall'
'big rooster'
'big mosquito'

Two explanations for the position of H in such adjectives come to mind.
First, the Class 9-10 prefix might be underlying fry and the prefix first takes the
assigned H tone, but later desyllabifies, causing progressive tone shift, so that intermediate ndana 1daca becomes [ndana ndaca]. The other and more direct
analysis is that the class 9-10 prefix is not a tone-bearer, and the assignment of
the H on the root-initial syllable takes place directly, because the docking rule assigns the H to the first available TBU in the following word, i.e. the root-initial
vowel. We will see evidence in the following section that argues that the prefix N-
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is syllabic, which makes the first scenario at least plausible though it does not
automatically rule out the latter analysis, given appropriate rule ordering.
The data considered so far have involved nouns plus surface-toneless adjectives. Some nominal modifiers have a root-initial H, which creates an opportunity to observe another generalization about the language, that combinations of H
tones are always separated by a down step on the surface. As seen in (16), after a
toneless noun, the phrasally-assigned H on the class prefix is separated from the
root H by downstep.
(16)

60i ~a!-(mi
meda rrli!-tlni
•
,.. 1 ,..
•
iyeyo (-tim

'small cats'
'small rivers'
'small tooth'

,I
,
'5
mayem b e rna·
-sanu
vijiko vi!-sanu
'5
'5
cwau I'- sanu
~ad~ana ~a!-sanu '5

h oes '

spoons'
feet'
youths'

•.

,.. I

,..

.

mm m(-tmi
'small roots'
mayembe ma'-tlni 'small hoes'
congo ki!-tlni
'small head'
kamba I'- sanu
vikoto Vi!-sanu
mbu~a I'- SanU
~aka ~a'-SanU

'5
'5
'5
'5

ropes'
hands'
gardens'
women'

The down step can be explained structurally by positing the representation (17).
(17)

HH

II

~aka ~asanu

=

[~aka ~a'SanU]

This representation is interpreted according to the convention that concatenated H
autosegments are separated by a phonetic down step - for further examples of
Bantu languages with downsteps arising under H-concatenation, see Odden
(1982) for Shambaa, Leung (1991) for Llogoori, Bickmore (2001) for Namwanga
and Odden (2001) for Dembwa.
As predicted by this analysis, H nouns retain their H at the end of the noun,
and no H appears on the adjective.
(18) kikapu ki-tlni
mikonu mi-tlni
cala ki-tlni
vaH! vi-sanu
cumii-sanu
~ana ~a-sanu

'small basket'
,
'small arms
,
'small finger
'5 fingers'
,
'5 tongues
'5 children'

~ana ~a-tlni

,
'small eye
'small children'

coka i-sanu
men i-sanu
nguku i-sanu

'5 snakes
'5 moons'
'5 chickens'

iriso i-tlni
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While H and toneless nouns are usually surface-distinguishable before an
adjective, just in case the adjective has a stem-initial H and is in class 9-10, there
is tonal neutralization between the two tonal classes. The nouns in (19) have an
underlying final H tone, which surfaces as expected, and is separated from the
lexical H of the adjective by a downstep.
(19)

coka 'ndlni
ngukii 'ndlni
tindl 'ndlni

'small snake'
'small chicken'
'small tomato'

koSi 'ndlni
singo !mlmi

'small dog'
'small neck'

Compare (19) with the toneless nouns in (20), which have the same tone pattern.
(20)

kamba 'ndlni
ndana !ndlni
nyungii'mlmi

'small rope'
'small bow'
'small pot'

mbe~a 'mlmi
nganda' ndlni

'small rat'
'small wall'

Examples ofpenult-H nouns are given in (21) for completeness.
(21)

lJondi ndlni
nganga ndlni

'small sheep'
'small guinea fowl'

The comparative derivations in (22) demonstrate that this convergence of patterns
is accounted for by the rules established above.
H

(22)

I

underlying

kamba ndini

H

r
PHI (9)

kamba ndmi

H

kl

I

v
co
an d"mi

MR (11)
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H-Docking (10)
[kamba 'ndini]

[coka 'ndini]

Surface interpretation ofH+H

The explanation for surface neutralization of tone patterns here resides in the fact
that with adjectives in class 9-10, there is no accessible vowel in the adjective for
the inserted H tone to associate to.
2.2 Tonally-inert modifiers. Certain modifiers do not bear H after a toneless
noun. Examples of two such modifiers, the numerals '2' and '4', are illustrated in
(23) with H nouns. As expected, the underlying final H ofH nouns surfaces when
another word follows the noun.

(23) pukuta iPi
mikonu iPi
pana papi
pana Bana
koSi inya
mikame inya

'2 walls'
'2 hands'
'2 children'
,
'4 children
'4 dogs'
'4 tree (sp.)'

,

matuku api
ngolo iPi

'2 days
'2 hearts'

smgo my a
men my a
miindi inya

'4 necks'
,
'4 moons
'4 legs'

The combination of penult-H noun and one of these modifiers results in no tone
changes, also as expected.
(24) mafumu api
lJondi iPi
mika60 inya
,
.
nganga my a

'2 spears'
'2 sheep'
'4 vertical studs'
'4 guinea fowls'

mika60 iPi

'2 vertical studs'

cumbo inya
saBuni inya

'4 songs'
'4 soaps'

Unexpectedly, there is no H tone when a toneless noun is combined with
one of these modifiers.
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(25) puli iPi
vikoto vi/3 i
/3ayosi papi
mingulu i/3 i
muri iPi
njoyolo i/3i
60i6ana
mayo ana
manga 6ana
meda inya
minyaro inya

'2 beds'
'2 hands'
'2 elders'
'2 beans'
'2 roots'
,
'2 roosters
'4 cats'
,
'4 stones
,
'4 cassavas
'4 rivers'
'4 paths'

45

mayo api
/3ada/3ana /3api
/3andu papi
minyango i/3i
ndanaipi
rwai i/3i
mayembe ana
vijiko vina
/3 ada/3 ana 6ana
/3aka 6ana
mizi inya

'2 stones'
'2 youths'
'2 people'
'2 doors'
'2 bows'
'2 mosquitos'
'4 hoes'
'4 spoons'
'4 youths'
,
'4 women
'4 villages'

The tonal anomaly of this set of modifers is the fact that they fail to induce insertion of the phrasal H tone. The nouns themselves have the predicted surface form
before these modifiers: penult-H nouns retain their penultimate H, toneless nouns
have no H, and H nouns retain their final H.
There are a number of tonally-inert modifiers. Examples of demonstratives
are seen in (26) after a toneless noun.
(26) mayeyo aya
masoka aya
mudi uhu
muzi uhu

'these teeth'
'these axes'
'this tree'
,
'this village

iyembe iji
lundi ulu
mundu uhu
kamba ihi

'this hoe'
'this rafter'
'this person'
,
'this rope

Parallel examples ofH and penult-H nouns are seen in (27).
(27) koSi ihi
ituku iji
mkonu uhu
mukame uhu
ifUmu iji
mkii60 ihi

,

'this dog
,
'this day
'this arm'
'this tree'

'this spear'
'this stud'

mOrl uhu
mwana uhu

'this eye'
'this tongue'
,
'this moon
'this child'

lumbo ulu
IJondi ihi

'this song'
'this sheep'

mso

1J1

IUml ulu

The quantifiers' some' and 'all' have this same behavior. 5
5

The stem -m 'some' has the phonetic characteristics of a syllabic nasal as found in various
other languages, thus the m of Mbololo rim is longer and is not comparable to English
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(28)
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a. toneless nouns
~aka~am
~ad~ana~am

60i ~am
ndaya rim
~aka ~ose
mbu~a

rose

'some women'
'some youths'
'some cats'
'some knives'
'all women'
'all gardens'

~andu~am

'some people'
'some hands'
'some gardens'
'some axes'

vikoto vim
mbu~a rim
mas aka yam
~andu ~ose

'all people'
'all axes'

masoka yose

b. Hnouns
~anit ~am

nguku rim
matuku yam
~anit ~ose

nguku rose

'some children' vana VIm
'some chickens' mikame im
'some days'
'all children'
'all chickens'

c. Penult H nouns
'some sheep'
lJondi rim
'all sheep'
lJondi rose

'some chicks'
'some trees'

,

vana vase

'all chicks'

marumu yam

'some spears'

The adjective 'many' is another tonally-inert modifier.
(29)

a. toneless nouns
'many rivers'
meda nyingi
mayembe mengi 'many hoes'
b. Hnouns
nguku nyingi
matuku mengi

.

. .

mmyango nymgI
vikoto vingi

'many chickens' mikame nyingi
'many days'

c. Penult H nouns
'many sheep'
ngondi nyingi
mikit60 nyingi 'many studs'

marumu mengi

'many doors'
'many hands'

'many trees'

'many spears'

'ream'. However, there is no clear phonological evidence that indicates whether this nasal
should be treated as syllabic, or as a coda consonant.
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Finally, possessive pronouns fall into this category.
(30)

a. toneless nouns
puyanga ywapo
v
v
cangu capo
Igl Japo
kijiko capo
lundi lwapo
munyango wapo

'my medicine
'my stick'
'my egg'
'my spoon'
,
'my rafter
'my door,6

b. Hnouns
calit capo
kiju capo
mfuko wapo
nguku yapo
mwana wapo

'my finger'
'my shadow'
'my bag'
,
'my chicken
'my child'

ibembitjapo
koSi yapo
munyuywapo
.
smgoJapo
p ukutit ywapo

c. Penult H nouns
lumbo lwapo
msldu ywapo
I)ondiyapo
sa6uni yapo

'my song'
'my forest'
'my sheep'
'my soap'

msenge ywapo
mukit60 ywapo
nganga yapo
so6o yapo

/

,

puli ywapo
i6ata japo
iyembejapo
kilambo capo
mudi ywapo
mUZl ywapo

/

/.

/

'my bed'
my duck'
'my hoe'
,
,
my thing
'my tree'
'my village'

,

' my maize
. ,
'my
'my
'my
'my

dog'
salt'
neck'
wall'

'my
'my
'my
,
my

stick'
stud'
fowl'
stick'

Can we predict which adjectives are tonally inert and which trigger insertion of
phrasal tone? The relevant factor is the length of the modifier; specifically
whether it is longer than bisyllabic.
A considerable number of these modifiers are determiners, which select a
special demonstrative-type set of agreement morphemes, and it is reasonable to at
least suspect that the tone behavior has to do with the kind of class prefix on the
modifier. For example, the nominal-type agreement for class 3 selected by both
nouns and adjectives such as 'big' is /mu/, but the demonstrative-type agreement
is /yu/; the class 10 noun prefix is IN/ but the demonstrative agreement is /jil.

6

The form of agreement for possessives in class 3 appears to be variable, thus ywapo and wapo,
the latter being the same as class 1 agreement.
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Careful scrutiny of the data of the previous section and this section reveals
that the nature of the prefix is not the determining factor. First, the numerals '2'
and '4' fall into the tonally inert class, unlike '1', '3' and '5' as well as 'how
many?' which are tonally regular - see ndana i!mweri 'one bow' vs. ngolo
imweri 'one heart'; mayu a-dadu 'three legs' vs. f3ana f3a-dadu 'three children';
mayembe ma'sanu '5 hoes' vs. meso masanu '5 eyes'; mayembe alinga 'how
many hoes?' vs. mariso alinga 'how many eyes?,.7 But some of the numerals use
this same series of agreement morphemes, the demonstrative-type prefixes (see
~ d aut
d 'hree I
' mun. yu-mwen
~,
~., one root,
, mayu a~l·znga 'how many
mayu aegs,
legs?'). Therefore, not all modifiers selecting the demonstrative series of agreements are tonally inert. Second, the adjective 'many' takes the nominal-type
agreement - see ma-yembe m-engi 'many hoes', mbuf3a ny-ingi 'many gardens'
- but is still tonally inert. Thus, tonal inertness is not necessarily connected with
the kind of agreement morpheme (if any) used on the modifier.
The correct generalization is simply that the modifier must be longer than
disyllabic in order to trigger Phrasal H Insertion. Taking the class 2 form for illustration purposes, the known tonally inert modifiers are f3af3i '2', 6ana '4', af3a
'these', f3am 'some', f30se 'all', f3engi 'many', f3apo 'my' (as well as other possessive pronouns) - all disyllables - and these contrast with polysyllabic modifiers which condition H insertion, such as the numerous adjectives and longer
numerals such as f3a-6aha 'big', f3a-tini 'small', f3a-laca 'long', f3a-vui 'short',
f3a-rifu 'thick', f3a-dadu 'three', f3a-sanu '5', f3unyanya '8' and f3a-linga 'how
many'.8
Presumably, the distinction between tonally-inert and tonally-regular modifiers historically correlated more tightly with the adjective vs. demonstrative distinction. The inserted H tone is most likely a reflex of the so-called pre-prefix, a
H-toned prefix that often appears before the noun class prefix in nouns and adjectives (but not determiners), so that the historical antecedents of [pandu Palaca]
'tall people' and [pandu pam] 'some people' were probably something like
*f3andu ti-f3alaca versus *f3andu f3amwe. With the loss of the overt segmental pre7

8

The noun 'eye' has two plural forms, meso and mariso, the latter on analogy to singular iriso.
It should be noted that the determination of syllable count is not a strictly surface matter
since, as we have seen in the previous section, the class prefix N- for class 9-10 is not surface
syllabic, thus especially contrast muzi rrj-6aha 'big village (cl. 3)' versus mbuf3a mbaha 'big
garden (cl. 9)'. It is assumed that the class 9-10 prefix is - if preconsonantal - syllabic at
the stage in the derivation where Phrasal H Insertion applies. But the same prefix is prevocalically desyllabified before Phrasal H Insertion applies in mbuf3a ny-ingi 'many gardens'.
My data do not include any other vowel-initial adjective stems.
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prefix, assuming that the tone was preserved as a floating tone that associated
with the preceding noun, the puzzle would have arisen as to what the conditions
are for appearance of this H. Since the vast majority of adjectives were polysyllabic and the vast majority of determiners were disyllabic, it should not be surprising that a historically incorrect alternative generalization was uncovered by
learners of the language, which, when adopted, would have led to analogical extension of the restriction to the numbers '2' and '4' as well as the adjective
'many'.
Synchronically there are any number of ways formally to express the disyllabic exclusion, for example Phrasal H Insertion rule (9) might be restricted so
that the triggering modifier must contain more than three syllables; or, a special
deletion rule could delete a floating H before a disyllabic modifier. One might
even consider cliticizing disyllabic modifiers onto the head noun, as in the
Kanerva 1990 account of Chichewa, which combines certain modifiers with their
head nouns into a single phonological word, so that the necessary phonological
word-plus-word configuration necessary for (9) does not arise. There being no
compelling basis for selecting a specific account of surface failure of H insertion,
this will be left as an area for future research.

2.3 Noun plus verb. The morpho syntactic conditions on phrasal H have not been
investigated in depth. However, it is clear from the available data that the rule
only operates within the noun phrase. The following examples of toneless noun
plus verb show that no H is inserted in this context.
(31) mayembe yaguye
njoyolo yeegwa
ndaya rapotokie
~andu ~eegwa

midi yaguye
,
munyango googwa
~aka ~alimie
60i ~eegwa

'hoes fell'
'a rooster fell'
'knives fell'
'people fell'
'trees fell'
'the door fell'
'women cultivated'
'the cats fell'

As expected, the underlying final H of H nouns surfaces before a verb.
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(32)

koSi !yaguye
pasaf31 !peegwa
pana 'palimie
pana !peegwa
koSi'yeegwa

'a dog fell'
'witches fell'
'children cultivated'
'children fell'
'a dog fell'

Finally, penult-H nouns retain their H on the penult.
/

/

(33) nganga yeegwa
sa6uni yapotokie
ifUmu jeegwa
mafUmu yapotokie

'a guinea fowl fell'
'soap fell'
'a spear fell '
'spears fell'

All available data with N+V sentences have a H tone on the subject prefix, making it impossible to separate that phonological fact from the syntactic distinction
between verbs and adjectives, in explaining lack of tone insertion. As noted previously, a number of Bantu languages including Kikerewe, Jita, Zinza, Runyankore and Kimatuumbi have a similar morpho syntactically-conditioned H insertion process operating only within the NP.
This section has shown the essential characteristics of tone in nouns and
noun phrases: there is an opaque contrast between underlyingly toneless stems
and those with a final H tone, the latter H being deleted pre-pausally. In the presence of a modifier with more than two syllables, a floating H is inserted in a noun
(though insertion is only evident when the noun is toneless, due to Meeussen's
Rule), which then docks to the modifier if possible, otherwise docking to the final
vowel of the noun.
3.

Verbal Tone.

Issues of verb tone in Mbololo center around two questions: first, what are the
factors that determine the pattern of verbs in their citation forms, and second, under what conditions does a H shift from a verb to a following object. The first
question is motivated by the fact that Mbololo has rightward tone shifting (which
is not evident from noun tonology) as well as prepausal deletion of H which leads
to opaque alternations, and the second question is motivated by the fact that postverbal objects sometimes, but not always, receive a H tone after a verb, so again
we want to know what facts cause the appearance of H on objects - properties
both of the verb and of the noun are relevant to answering that question.
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3.1 Citation tone. As in most Bantu languages, Mbololo has two tone classes of
verb roots, H and toneless. Toneless roots, in (34a), have no H, regardless of word
length. H roots, in (34b), have no H if the root-initial syllable is word final, H on
the root-initial syllable if that is the penult, and otherwise have H on the second
syllable of the stem.
(34) a. toneless roots
ku-gw-a

'to fall'

ku-s-a

'to grind'

ku-Ial-a
ku-lil-a

'to sleep'
'to cry'

ku-sek-a

'to laugh'

ku-ziyan-a
ku-ruku-a

'to unlock'
'to unearth'

ku-dumbu-a

'to slice'

'to eat'

ku-nyw-a

'to drink'

ku-pon-a
ku-tal-a

'to see'
'to count'

ku-dek-a
ku-dem-a

'to cook'
'to chop'

ku-siklr-a
ku-zoyU-a

'to hear
'to pay'

ku-Iayay-a
ku-datlm-a

'to be lost'
,
'to chew

b. Hroots
ku-j-a

,

The pattern of toneless verbs requires little comment: there is no underlying H so
none appears on the surface. The pattern of H verbs is generally consistent with
the assumption that the H is underlyingly on the first vowel of the stem, where it
surfaces in forms such as kUf36na. The absence ofH in /kuja/ ~ [kuja] is explicable given the lack of surface final H in the language: I will consider the exact
mechanism for deriving toneless [kuja] in section 3.2.
Affixation provides evidence for an underlying distinction between Hand
toneless monosyllabic stems, which is surface-neutralized in CV stems. When a H
root is followed by an affix, the stem is disyllabic and therefore the stem-initial H
is not also word-final, so it is not subject to Prepausal H Deletion (8).
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(35)

a. toneless verbs
ku-gusa
ku-sea

'to make fall'
,
'to grind for

b. Hverbs
ku-jisa
ku-nyosa

'to feed'
,
'to water

The affixed forms above indicate that there is an underlying H/toneless contrast in
CV stems as well.
The appearance of H on the second stem syllable of forms such as kuda[una is indicative of a process of tone shift, which is found in various Bantu
languages, including Nyamwezi, Jita and Dembwa, where H shifts one syllable to
the right from Iku-dafuna/. This rightward shift is also motivated by paradigmatic
alternations. Examples of toneless verbs such as ku-lim-i-a 'to cultivate for', kusek-e-a 'to laugh for' and ku-lip-an-a 'to pay each other' show that the applied
and reciprocal affixes -i- and -an- contribute no H tone. Data in (36) show shifting of the root H to the second stem syllable, compared to the unshifted rootinitial position of disyllabic H stems.
(36) ku-j3on-an-a
ku-dek-e-a
ku-tal-l-a
ku-60r-e-a

'to
'to
'to
'to

,

see e.o
,
cook for
count for'
,
sing for

(kuj3ona 'to see')
(kudeka 'to cook')
(kutala 'to count')
(ku6ora 'to sing')

Furthermore, the data in (37) show that regardless of the number of syllables
which follow, H shifts by only one syllable, i.e. this is a bounded process of
shifting and not unbounded shift as in Digo (see Kisseberth 1984).
(37)

ku-tem-er-e-a
ku -dek-e-an-a
ku-tal-l-an-a
ku-om-es-er-an-a

'to cut for'
'to cook for e.o'
'to count for e.o.'
'to dry for e.o'

As observed in Kisseberth & Odden (2003), there are often two conceivable approaches to tone shifting in languages, on one hand positing a direct shifting rule which moves H from its input position, on the other hand accomplishing
shift by separate steps of spreading followed by delinking of multiply-linked H
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tones. The idea behind the two-step approach is that languages with tone shift
strongly tend not to have multiply-linked H, which may allow shift to be handled
by independently motivated tone processes. Odden (200 l) argues for a spreadand-delink approach to Dembwa tone, based on the fact that the contexts where H
spreads are much broader than the contexts where multiply-linked H delinks.
Thus in Dembwa, we find only spreading in Ikudekal ---+ [kudeekii] 'to cook' and
Ikudekiai ---+ [kudeklia] 'to cook for', but spreading and delinking in Ikudekianal
---+ [kudeklaana] 'to cook for each other' and /kudekia pandul ---+ [kudekiii
paandu] 'to cook for people'.
Such an argument is not forthcoming in Mbololo. There seem to be no
multiply-linked H tones in the language - no surface HH sequences. 9 Consequently a direct-shifting rule such as in (38) is empirically viable.
(38)

Shift
H

of"'"

V V V
The inclusion of a vowel to the right encodes the restriction that the target of
shifting cannot be word final, so that Shift does not apply to Ikupona/. An alternative would be the pair of rules, Spread and Delink.
(39)

Spread
H

r"'",

V V V

Delink
H

~

VV

There being no facts suggesting an empirical advantage to either account synchronically, I assume the shifting account on the grounds of simplicity and greater
concreteness, regardless of the fact that tone shift no doubt arises historically

9

My notes do contain some transcriptions of the type [pii'lum[me] 'they bit each other' from
/pii-lumane/ along with [p'lsikiriana] 'they will hear each other' from /p'i-slkiriana/. These
pronunciations seem to be in free variation, with the latter HLH pronunciation being more
frequent. Pending a deeper phonetic investigation of surface ... HLH ... sequences, I conclude
that forms such as [~a'lumiine] are the result of a low-level phonetic tonal interpolation which
raises Fo in a L syllable between Hs, a process known in many tone languages (Hyman 1978)
and especially in Kipare (Odden 1985), a language geographically close to Taita.
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from the convergence of tone spread and tone delinking.1O The fact that neither
spreading nor shifting targets the final vowel may also have a connection to the
loss of pre-pausal H tones, but these non-finality facts are not the same fact since
H deletion only deletes prepausal H, whereas shift I spread is restricted from applying to a word-final vowel regardless of phrasal context (see ni-deka mabemba
'I will cook maize'). See Kisseberth & Odden (2003) for discussion of the various manifestations of nonfinality in Bantu.
Another context for tone shift is the combination of object prefix and toneless stem. As (40) shows, the toneless stem -lela receives a H tone when an object
prefix precedes, which is explained by the assumption that object prefixes have H
tone, which is subject to bounded rightward shift. As expected, the H of the OP
shifts only to the immediately following syllable.
(40) ku-Iela
ku-ni-Iela
ku-di-Iela
ku-ziyana
ku-ni-iiyana

'to raise a child'
'to raise me'
'to raise us'
'to look at'
'to look at me'

Consideration of H-toned verbs with an object prefix reveals evidence for a
rule of H tone deletion, since such verbs present two underlying H tones but only
one surface H. As we see in (41), the only surface H appears where it would be
expected to, given just the H of the root: on the penult of disyllabic verbs and the
second syllable of longer verbs. In fact, there is at most a single H on the macrostem, the morphological constituent composed of object prefixes plus the traditional stem.

10

As has been repeatedly emphasized in the history of linguistic theory, simplicity cannot be
decided in a theoretical vacuum. An alternative theoretical consideration is that the single rule
may require a "two-action" formulation of association insertion and deletion, running afoul of
the "single node" conjecture assumed in numerous auto segmental works such as Clements
(1985), namely that rules should be restricted to a single simple operation. Whether shift must
be expressed formally as two distinct operations, or instead represents a single primitive operation of movement, is a highly abstract theoretical question, one which is orthogonal to the
purpose of this paper.
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(41) ku-pona
ku-ni-pona
ku-di-pona
ku-dekea
ku-ni-dekea

'to
'to
'to
'to
'to
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see'
see me'
see us'
cook for'
cook for me'

This raises two possibilities. One is that the H of the object prefix deletes before
the H of a verb stem by "reverse Meeussen's Rule", and the H which survives is
then shifted (when applicable, i.e. when the second H is not in the penult) to the
following syllable.
(42)

H

H

t

I

ReverseMR

ku - ni - dekea
Shift

An alternative is that the two H tones merge, resulting in a doubly-linked H.

Subsequently, the H may spread further to the right, but only the final tone association is preserved on the surface, and the multiply linked H then is delinked
from the left. This second approach to H sequences in the macrostem would render more plausible the two-step approach of spreading and delinking, by showing
that the de linking process has independent motivation. Since it is not evident that
there has to be a process of tone fusion rather than direct tone deletion, we cannot
draw any strong conclusions based on these data.
There is a contrast in subject prefixes between the third person prefixes,
which have H tone, and first and second person which have no H. This H neither
shifts nor deletes, as shown by the following data.
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(44) Hverbs
m-Ja
, .
u-Ja
ni-deka
{rdeka
di-deka
J31!-deka
J

na-JIe
wa-Jle
da-Iumime
J3a-Iumime
"

J

'I will eat'
'he will eat'
'I will cook'
'he will cook'
'we will cook'
'they will cook'

toneless verbs
m-gwa
'I will fall'
,
u-gwa
'he will fall'
ni-lima
'I will cultivate'
{i-lima
'he will cultivate'
di-lima
'we will cultivate'
'they will cultivate'
J31-lima

'I ate'
'he ate'
'we bit e.o.'
'they bit e.o'

na-Sle
'
v.
wa-Sle
na-dirie
J3a-dirie

'I ground'
'he ground'
'I poured'
'they poured'

The lack of any tone shifting, especially in toneless verbs, where one might expect the H tone of the subject prefix to shift to the root initial position, can be explained by restricting shift to applying only within the macrostem and not across
the macrostem boundary. Similarly, the fusion or deletion process that eliminates
the H of the object prefix in Iku-m-dekea/ is restricted to applying just within the
macrostem. The presence of down step in f3i'-deka 'they will cook' and wa'-jie 'he
ate' is predicted under the assumed principle of phonetic interpretation whereby a
down step appears between any two surface-concatenated H tones.
An additional tone pattern is found in verbs, illustrated below in the negative imperative, where verbs lack H tones altogether. II
(45)

H stems
kse-je
'don't eat!'
'don't cook! '
kse-deke
mse-Iumane 'don't (pI) bite e.o.!'

toneless stems
kse-se
'don't grind!'
kse-lime' don't cultivate! '
kse-dumbuo 'don't slice!'

The analysis of these forms will be taken up in the next section, since revealing
evidence also comes from their phrasal behavior.

II

The initial [ks] cluster is typologically odd since Taita does not generally allow initial obstruent clusters, and on comparative grounds we would expect [kusedeke] etc. I have never
recorded an audible vowel in such examples, but it is possible that under some condition the
vowel is phonetically manifested.
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3.2. Copula + Noun. The combination of verb plus object does not, in and of itself, give rise to tone alternations; as can be seen in (46), the lexical H of a H verb
root remains in the expected stem-initial position before an object, the object's
tone is unaffected by the preceding verb, and in particular the combination of a
toneless verb plus a toneless object does not lead to insertion of any H.
(46) ku-tala palimi
ku-rukua miri

'to count farmers'
'to dig up roots'

Contrast the lack of inserted H in kurukua miri with the fact that H is inserted in
an analogous NP structure masoka malaca 'long axes' from Imasoka malaca/.
Under certain circumstances, the combination of verb plus complement
noun results in the appearance of an unexpected H. These data provide evidence
for a H tone which is underlyingly part of the copula, and shifts into a following
noun. The phonological conditions on verbal complements can be clearly illustrated with the copula ni. The data in (47) show that a H is assigned to the first
vowel of a noun after ni.
(47)

a. toneless nouns
'it's a hoe'
nilyembe
'it's a spoon'
ni kljiko
'it's a girl'
m munJIye

ni masoka
m msangaya
.
m munyango

'it's axes'
'it's sand'
'it's a door'

b. Hnouns
m IrIna
ni mfuko

ni kldasi
ni nlkonu

'it's a basket'
'it's a hand'

'it's a name'
'it's a bag'

/

These data suggest either a floating tone as part of the lexical representation of
the copula, or an associated H - that is, either (48a) or (48b).
(48)

a.

H

b.

H
J

nl

nl

This H then appears on the noun by a mechanism similar or identical to that
needed for toneless noun plus modifier. Choosing between these representations
is not easy, but I assume the linked tone account, and discuss evidence later.
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The data in (49) show the copula plus nouns with penult H, where H is assigned after the copula on the first syllable of the noun, separated from any immediately following H by a downstep.
(49)

ni ma'fCtmu
ni rrii'sldu

ni mu!ka60
ni klserere

'it's a spear'
'it's forests'

'it's a vertical stud'
'it's salt'

These forms are parallel to (16) with toneless N plus adjective with H on the second stem syllable, e.g. iyeyo i'tini 'small tooth'. Lack of down step in ni kisertire
'it's salt' is due to the intervening syllable between the copula and lexical Hs.
The examples considered so far have involved nouns in classes other than
9-10, which have a surface prefix with a vowel. As (50) shows, the H appears on
the first noun-stem syllable when the noun is class 9-10, again separated by a
down step from any adjacent H in the stem.
(50) njoyolo
nyamandu
su6eni
sa6uni

,

'rooster
'animal'
'young goat'
'soap'

ni
ni
ni
ni

njoyolo
nyamandu
su'6eni
sa!6uni

'it's a rooster'
'it's an animal'
'it's a young goat'
'it's soap'

This again parallels the pattern of H inserted after toneless nouns: the H appears
on the first syllable of the following word, regardless of whether it is a prefix or
stem syllable.
The preceding data include only trisyllabic or longer nouns: disyllabic
nouns are different. The data of (51) present no problem, being composed of disyllabic toneless nouns. The data on the left motivate the conclusion that these
nouns are lexically toneless, as shown by their lack of H before an adjective and
conditioning of a H on the following adjective by Phrasal H-Insertion (9). The
data on the right show H shifted from the copula to the beginning of that noun.
(51 ) N+modijier
cangu kllaca
cia ~unyanya
kamba ndaca
mayo ~i
mundu mulaca
IJombe ~unyanya
nyumba ~unyanya

'long stick'
'8 paths'
'long rope'
'2 stones'
,
'tall person
'8 cows'
'8 houses'

copula+N
cangu
III CIa
ni kamba
·
III mayo
ni mundu
ni IJombe
ni nytimba
•

y/

III
•

y/

/

'it's a stick'
'it's a path'
'it's a rope'
'it's stone'
'it's a person'
'it's a cow'
,
'it's a house
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We now tum to two complications.
Examples ofpenult-H nouns preceded by ni are given in (52).
/

(52) nganga
lJondi
lumbo

'guinea fowl'
'sheep'
'song'

.

/

m nganga
ni lJondi
ni lumbo

'it's a guinea fowl'
'it's sheep'
'it's a song'

It is perhaps not surprising that these forms surface as such. If the H were to link

to the following noun, it would be automatically absorbed by the H which is already there. But contrast the disappearance ofH in (52) with data such as [mbej3a
'ndini] 'small rat' which involve a toneless N undergoing Phrasal H Insertion (9),
where the floating H is linked to the last vowel of the preceding noun. We would
have analogously expected *ni 'nganga - why does H not appear on the copula?
As shown in (53), the H of the copula is manifested on the copula (rather
than appearing on the following noun, or being deleted) when the word-initial
target syllable in the noun stands immediately before an underlying word-final H,
that is with /cvcv/ nouns. The examples on the left show that these nouns have
underlying final H, and those on the right show that the copula's H does not shift
to the noun, as would have been expected.
(53) cala kilaca
kiju ki6aha
koSi mbaha
mac! yapo
mburl j3unyanya
mOrl m6aha
ngolo mbaha
tindi 13 unyanya
v/

,

'long finger
'big shadow'
'big dog'
'my water'
'8 goats'
'big moon'
'big heart'
'8 tomatos'

ill cala
ill kiju
ill kosi
ill maci
ill mburi
.
/

mmon
ill ngolo
ill tindi

'it's a finger'
'it's a shadow'
'it's a dog'
'it's water'
'it's a goat'
'it's the moon'
'it's a heart'
'it's a tomato'

Penult-H data like [ni mu'ka60] shows that the restriction against H-shifting from
the copula is not simply due to the fact of there being a following H: rather, it is a
final H that blocks tone shift. Descriptively, we can say that a H is blocked from
associating to a vowel before a final H, or that it is blocked from associating to a
stressed vowel before a H, insofar as penult stress is automatic in the language.
Assuming that the copula has an underlying floating H, it is not surprising
for it to behave somewhat differently from nouns discussed in section 2, since no
nouns have an underlying floating H. The synchronic data do not point to any
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well-founded conclusions as to why noun plus modifier behave differently from
verb plus complement, but it can be speculated that the explanation for this difference has to do with the different historical origins of the floating H. The phenomena in question - blockage of H association and deletion of H - are instances of a common tonal pattern found in Bantu, namely the avoidance of H+H
sequences (compliance with the Obligatory Contour Principle). We can easily reconstruct pre-shift forms along the lines of *ni ngol6, *ni nganga and *ni mundu,
which appear contemporarily as ni ngol6, ni nganga and ni mundu. The case of
*ni nganga represents straightforward application of reverse Meeussen's rule deletion ofH before adjacent H. Failure of tone shift in *ni ngol6 is comprehensible as blockage of tone shift due to the OCP, and ni mundu is the result of unobstructed tone shift. But we also know that simple OCP blockage cannot be the
synchronic explanation for ni ngolo, since when the target syllable in the next
word is followed by a non-final H - /m su6eni/ ~ ni su'6eni 'it's a young goat'
- shifting does in fact take place.
It was noted above in connection with (41) that regressive deletion of H before H is motivated within the word in Mbololo, since the H tone of an object prefix deletes in /ku-ill-pana/ -> [kudipana] 'to see us'. Because there is no deletion
of H in a subject prefix ([ -deka] 'he will cook '), regressive deletion must be restricted within the word to the macrostem domain (the subword composed of the
stem plus any object prefix). Yet we also see a phrase-level instance of this same
process in /m ngimga/ -> [ni nganga]. This is theoretically problematic if these are
instances of the same rule, because the domain where regressive H deletion applies would be discontinuous - the macrostem but not the word, and the VP but
not the NP. The connection between these domains becomes more obvious when
you consider the historical structural parallelism between object prefix and verb,
and verb plus complement - both involve VP-internal structures, that is, the domain of regressive deletion rule is something about the verb.
Synchronically, the divergence of the shifting H of the NP and the shifting
H of the VP does not follow automatically from any representational assumption,
most obviously the distinction between linked and floating H. In the NP, as we
have seen, linked final H tones do not shift into modifiers and floating H's do, but
floating H's in NP do not delete before CVCV modifiers, so the analogy with NP
tonology is close but imperfect.

u!

3.3 Verb + N OUD. The emergence of H tones on a word following a verb is not
restricted to the copula. The same phenomenon is encountered with the combination of a monosyllabic H stem plus an object. Drawing on examples in the pres-
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ent-future tense, (54a) shows that objects receive no H when preceded by a toneless verb. Similarly after disyllabic H toned verbs in (54b), there is no H on the
object. But in (54c) we see that the initial vowel of the object receives H after an
underlyingly monosyllabic H verb.
(54)

a. ni-sa mabemba
u-sa mabemba
ni-lima mabemba
u-lima mabemba

'I will grind maize'
'he will grind maize'
'I will cultivate maize'
'he will cultivate maize'

b. ni-deka mabemba
u'-deka mabemba

'I will cook maize'
'he will cook maize'

c. ni-ja mabemba
u-ja mabemba

'I will eat maize
'he will eat maize'

,

The appearance of a H on an object after a H-toned CV stem makes sense
in light of the fact demonstrated above that tones also shift from the copula to a
following noun. What must be clarified is why H shifts into the object only after a
H-toned CV stem. The obvious answer is that since lexical H is assigned to the
first vowel of the stem, in a CV stem the H tone would appear on the final vowel,
and thus we have shifting from a word-final vowel into the following noun, thus
[nija mabemba] derives from Ini-ja mabemba/.
Further data show full parallelism with post-copular tone. The H toned CV
stems in (55) show that the H shifts into a disyllabic toneless stem, but not into a
stem with final H. The data in (55a) illustrate toneless stems and those in (55b)
illustrate final H; the data on the right motivate the assignment of these nouns to
the toneless vs. H class.
(55)

/

a. m-Ja manga
ni-nywa cofi
ni-ja magI
•

"

\I.

'I will eat cassava'
,
'I will drink beer
'I will eat eggs'

,

b. m-nywa maCI 'I will drink water
,
ni-nywa puki 'I will drink honey

'4 cassava'
manga 6ana
cofi punyanya '8 beers'
magi ma6aha 'big eggs'
V/

mac I aga
puki uyu

'this water'
'this honey'
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coji

The forms ni manga 'it is a cassava', ni
'it is beer' versus ni maCi 'it is water', ni f3uki 'it is honey' show the parallelism between monosyllabic H verbs and
the copula.
We encounter this pattern in other tenses as well, with the conditional in
(56a), the recent past in (56b), the future in (56c) and the infinitive in (56d). In
these cases, toneless stems regardless of length contribute no H, nor do polysyllabic H stems, but monosyllabic H stems trigger appearance of H at the beginning
of the noun (or end of the verb, in case the noun is /cvcv/).
(56) a. nika-tala mabemba
nika-gua mabemba
nika-sa mabemba
nika-ja mabemba

'if I count maize'
'if I buy maize'
'if I grind maize'
'if! eat maize'

b. na-tala mabemba
na-lima mabemba
na-sa mabemba
na-ja mabemba

'I just counted maize'
'I just cultivated maize'
'I just ground maize'
,
'I just ate maize

c. nica-tala mabemba
nica-lima mabemba
nica-sa mabemba
nica-ja mabemba
nica-nywa maci

'I will count maize'
,
'I will cultivate maize
'I will grind maize'
'I will eat maize'
,
'I will drink water

d. ku-tala mabemba
ku-lima mabemba
ku-nywa cofi

'to count maize'
,
'to cultivate maize
'to drink beer'

As pointed out in (45), certain tenses in Mbololo render the verb surface
toneless, examples being repeated below.
(57)

H stems
kse-je
'don't eat!'
kse-deke
'don't cook! '
mse-Iumane 'don't bite e.o.!'

toneless stems
'don't grind! '
kse-se
kse-lime
'don't cultivate!'
kse-dumbuo 'don't slice! '
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It is common for Bantu languages to make a distinction between tenses where
only the lexical H/toneless root distinction (interacting with general phonological
principles of the language) determines tone, versus those where an additional H
tone is added to the stem. The pattern of (57) is an opaque reflex of this original
system, where H was added to the stem in certain tense-aspect categories. This H
often appears on the final vowel of the stem (for example in Kikamba, Ekegusii,
and the Luhya languages) or varies between the final vowel vs. the second stem
vowel, depending on the lexical tone of the root (e.g. Shona and most Rutara languages). One property often associated with this melodic H is that it conditions
deletion of preceding H tones within the stem or word, a property found throughout Rutara and Luhya. The data in (59), from the Luhya language Tachoni, illustrate both the melodic H and the deletion of lexical H conditioned by the melodic
H. In Tachoni, the melodic H does not surface on the word-final vowel; it spreads
to the left, the position being determined by the lexical tone (to the second syllable when the root is toneless, to the third syllable when the root is H-toned). The
first two examples illustrate the contrast between the exclusively lexical tonebased pattern of the infinitive in a toneless verb versus the melodic H of the (near)
future tense. The second two examples illustrate the pattern of H verbs; note in
the last example that a lexical H is deleted in the presence of the melodic H.

(58)

oxu-sukuwanila
bali -sukuwimlla
oxu-botooxananila
bali -botooxanimlla

'to scrape for each other'
'they will scrape for each other'
'to go for each other'
'they will go for e.o.'

Mbololo forms such as mse-Iumane presumably reflect earlier mse-Iumane with
deletion of the lexical tone due to the melodic H, and then deletion of the melodic
H itself because it is word-final.
Phrasal data support this account of the all-toneless pattern for Mbololo,
since these tenses have the additional quirk of causing assignment of H to a following object noun, with the expected further complication that disyllabic H-final
nouns block this tone shift, and realize the H on the final vowel of the verb. ~ ote
that H appears after the verb (or at the end of the verb when followed by a CVCV
noun) regardless of the lexical tone or syllable count of the stem.
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(59) H verbs

Toneless
verbs

kse-tale ~alimi
kse-tal e rriiri
kse-tale kosi

'don't count farmers! '
'don't count roots!'
'don't count dogs!'

(/koSi/)

kse-kumbe mago 'don't throw eggs! '
kse-kumbe ndaga 'don't throw knives!'
kse-kumbe tindi 'don't throw a tomato!' (/tindl/)

To summarize, this section has shown that verbs provide further evidence
for deletion of final H, a process motivated from noun alternations as well. A
synchronic shifting process is motivated which moves a H tone one syllable
rightwards into a non-final syllable, a process which does not move H from a
subject prefix to a verb root or object prefix. A second H-dissimilation process,
Reverse Meeussen' s Rule, deletes H before H in an object prefix or the copula. It
was also shown that a final H tone in a verb will shift into a following complement, and that a final H may arise either with lexically H toned monosyllabic verb
stems, or with any stem bearing the reflex of an earlier tense-aspect conditional
melodic H.

4.

Comparative Tonology of Mbololo.

Synchronic analysis of tone alternations in the Dembwa dialect of Taita also motivates an underlying three-way distinction in noun tone between toneless stems
(which are tonally inert), those with final H (which shifts into the following modifier or deletes prepausally), and penult H which spreads or shifts to the final syllable - see Odden (200 I) for details. Although the surface behavioral classes are
roughly similar, the lexical correspondence between the classes is not one-to-one
in the two dialects. The three-way distinction in Dembwa nouns is reduced in
Mbololo to a two-way distinction with lexically irregular failure of tone shift.
Simple examples of the Dembwa tone classes are given in (60). The appearance
of H two syllables after the noun is a reflection of Dembwa's shifting and delinking processes. The underlying forms of the nouns are Ipandul, Ipakal and
Itimdi/.
(60) pandu
paka
lJ ondl

'people'
'women'
'sheep

pandu punyanya
~aka ~unyanya

lJondi punyanya

'8 people'
'8 women'
'8 sheep'
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Comparison of Mbololo and Dembwa nouns shows that the toneless nouns
of Dembwa correspond to toneless nouns in Mbololo. The preceding sections
show that these nouns are toneless in Mbololo, and the Dembwa form before
f3unyanya "8" reveals the underlying tone - H nouns condition a H on the following adjective (Dembwa does not automatically insert H after toneless nouns).
Dembwa
(toneless)

Dembwa "8 N's"

gloss

~andu

~andu

~andu ~unyanya

meda
mayembe
ma6ata
mayeyo
vikoto
mbepa
ndaya
IJombe
njoyolo

meda
mayembe
mabata
mayeyo
vikoto
mbepa
ndaya
IJombe
njoyolo

meda punyanya
mayembe punyanya
mabata punyanya
mayeyo punyanya
vikoto punyanya
mbepa punyanya
ndaya punyanya
IJombe punyanya
njoyolo punyanya

people
flyerS
hoes
ducks
teeth
hands
rats
knives
cows
roosters

(61) Mbololo
(toneless)

Nouns in the H class of Dembwa (those with an underlying final H, which causes
assignment of a H on the following modifier) also correspond to nouns in the
toneless class of Mbololo.
(62) Mbololo
(toneless)
payosi
paka
midi
vongo
masoka
nyumba
mbupa
ndana
nyungu

Dembwa

Dembwa "8 N's"

gloss

pagosi punyanya
paka punyanya
midi punyanya
vongo p unyanya
masoka punyanya
nyumba punyanya
mbupa punyanya
ndana p unyanya
nyungu punyanya

old men
women
trees
heads
axes
houses
gardens
bows
pots

(H)
pagosi
paka
midi
vongo
masoka
nyumba
mbupa
ndana
nyungu

The class of H nouns of Mbololo, with underlying final H, corresponds to
the penult-H class of nouns of Dembwa in the following examples.
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(63) Mba lola
(H)
val a
matuku
kosi
coka
mburi
tindi
nguku
mizata

Dembwa
(penult-H)
vala
matuku
kosi
coka
mburi
tind!
nguku
mizata

Dembwa "8 Ns"

gloss

vala f3unyanya
matuku f3unyanya
kosi f3unyanya
choka f3unyanya
mburi f3unyanya
tind! f3unyanya
nguku f3unyanya
mizata f3unyanya

hands
days
dogs
snakes
goats
tomatoes
chickens
sticks

This suggests a standard correspondence and sound change: final H deletes in
Mbololo, resulting in lexical restru~turing, and penult H subsequently shifts to the
right, giving the synchronic ICVCVI structure of H nouns in Mbololo.
However, not all Dembwa penult-H nouns correspond to (final)-H nouns in
Mbololo. In the following examples, the penult-H nouns of Mbololo also correspond to Dembwa penult-H nouns. Recall that there are relatively few penult-H
nouns in Mbololo. 12
(64)

Mbololo
(H)
mlsenge
misidu
mafUmu
lJondi
nganga
/

Dembwa
(penult-H)
mlsenge
misidu
mafumu
lJ ondi
nganga
/

Dembwa "8 Ns"

gloss

misenge f3unyanya
misidu f3unyanya
mafumu f3unyanya
lJondif3unyanya
nganga f3unyanya

sticks
forests
spears
sheep
guinea fowl

I assume that the historical process shifting penult H to the final syllable, which
affected most nouns with an original penult H, applied incompletely in Mbololo.
Toneless nouns of Dembwa correspond to LL nouns of proto-Bantu or LL
patterns in geographically close and tonally conservative (Gonja) Kipare, see for
example lf3a-ndul = *-ntu 'people', I~-ril = *-di 'root', Ima-yembel = *-gembe
'hoes', Ima-batal = *-bata 'ducks', Ima-yeyol = *-gego 'teeth', Im-bef3al = *-beba
'rats', /tJombel = *1Jombe 'cow'; Imodal = Kipare mw-eta 'river'. The nouns
1991 also notes such a pattern in the Josa dialect and observes that the number of
such nouns is very low: apart from msf;nge 'stick', none of those nouns appears in my data.

12 Philippson
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which are underlyingly H-final in Dembwa reflect a historically earlier LH pattern, as exemplified by Imi-dIl = *-ti 'tree', Inyumb31 = *jumbd 'house', Imasok31 = *coka 'axe', Inyungul = *jungu 'pot'; I!)a-gosll = Kipare va-gosi 'old
men', I!)a-kal = Kipare va-ce 'women. Nouns which in Dembwa have underlying
IHLI (citation [HHD nouns correspond to earlier *HL (mbUrl = *budi 'goat', coka
= *joka 'snake', m-sldu = *titu 'forest', nganga = *-kanga 'guinea fowl' i-jiimu
/ ,spear,, m- konu
/ / = *kono
/ , arm ') .
= *-tumo
The historical development of original *HH is more difficult to trace in the
dialects which I have worked on. Philippson (1991) notes the correspondence HH
~ LL in singo 'neck', msaf3i 'sorcerer' which trigger H on the following word
- as H-final nouns of Dembwa do - and (p.c.) finds that correspondence in a
number of other words. My notes include a few such nouns, including Im-sa!)ll
'sorcerer', Im-lambal 'baobab', li-indIl 'bone' and Imbang3l, the latter three of
which are reconstructed by Guthrie as having *HL tone (Gerard Philippson p.c.
argues that Guthrie's tonal reconstructions are mistaken). I also have the correspondence *HH = IHLI ~ [HH] (nguku = *k(;k(; 'chicken', ma-bembd =
* -pembe 'com'; m-zata = Kipare n-zata 'stick', maci 'water' = Kipare mazi) ,
only the first of which unquestionably reflects proto-Bantu. Given the small number of stems with uncontroversial proto-Bantu HH appearing in my Taita data, it
is impossible to draw firm conclusions, but based on Philippson' s data for the
Josa dialect I assume that [HH] is not a regular correspondence for Dembwa and
Mbololo.
In the synchronic tonal grammar, the Dembwa and Mbololo dialects have
in common certain patterns, including nearly universal ones in Bantu such as the
two-way root-initial tone contrast in verbs and some system of melodic tone
marking tense-aspect distinctions, as well as more language-specific patterns such
as emergence of downstep under H-concatenation and the loss of underlying
word-final H. The tendency for rightward shift is found in both dialects, but the
specifics of shift and spread differ. Dembwa has a more extensive system of tone
spreading and shifting, where H tone can shift two syllables to the right - thus
Dembwa Iku-dafuna nyamal ~ [ku-dafuna nyama] 'to chew meat' (vs. Mbololo
[kudaruna nyama D. This double-shifting pattern is only found in connection with
phrasal combinations or across the macro-stem boundary, so contrast /ku-dafunial
~ [kudarunia] in both Mbololo and Demba. The main differences are summarized below.
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Mbololo
No [HH]

Only one H shift
Direct shifting a possible
analysis
No prepausal H's at all
Insertion of H in NP after
toneless N

Dembwa
[HH] possible if one of the two syllables is
the penult
Phrasally-conditioned secondary shift, including across macro-stem boundary
Clear decomposition of shift into (broader)
spread and (narrower) de linking
Prepausal H arises via spreading (always
[HH#]
No H insertion

Mbololo might seem to be a bit more tonally conservative, in not having the double-shifting of the Dembwa dialect, but overall, Mbololo has a more innovative
tonal phonology. Both dialects have final lowering where a single prepausal H is
deleted, so that earlier *nyumba 'house' becomes [nyumba] in Mbololo and
Dembwa. The difference between the dialects lies in the fact that final H is synchronically preserved in the underlying form in Dembwa (as seen from the fact
that H shifts from the noun to a modifier - nyumba {3unyanya '8 houses'), but in
Mbololo, original final-H nouns have all been relexicalized as toneless, thus neutralizing the patterns of earlier *ngombe and *nyumba - see Mbololo YJombe
eegwa 'the cow fell', nyumba eegwa 'the house fell'.
The Mbololo dialect has generalized left-branch delinking, so that where
original *HL ~ HH in Dembwa, such an output undergoes regressive de linking
to give underlying LH in Mbololo (compare Dembwa kudafuna vs. Mbololo kudafuna). This delinking process feeds final-lowering. The synchronic rule of final
lowering may be identical between the dialects, deleting any singly-linked final
H. It is likely, however, based on the correspondence in nouns where proto-Bantu
*HH appears as LL, that an earlier form of the rule applied to all final H tones,
regardless of whether the H was multiply-linked. Dembwa has no lowering in
kOSI "dogs" because the final H is multiply-linked, but in Mbololo, which does
not have surface ... HH ... at all, kOSI may have first changed to kOSI due to unrestricted delinking, which then became [kosi] due to general final lowering.
A seeming puzzle arises from the fact that a systematic set of historical HL
words appear as HL in Mbololo rather than being restructured to /LH/: see infinitives (and other inflected forms) such as earlier *kubona ~ [ku~6na] 'to see'
(Dembwa [ku~6na]), contrasting with nouns such as *kosi ~ Mbololo /koS'l/ =
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[kosi], in not becoming Iponal = [pona]. The different shifting patterns in nouns
and verbs reflect their different grammatical statuses. The position of the underlying H tone in a verb stem is non-lexical - it is entirely predictable, always on
the first vowel of the stem, and the final vowel -a is a distinct inflectional morpheme with no underlying tone. The evidence of paradigmatic alternations thus
makes impossible lexical reanalysis of the H shift in verbs, and Iku-pon-al could
not be reanalyzed as Iku-pon-a/. In contrast, because roots such as *ko'Si are morphologically simple and the position of H in a noun was not rule-governed, there
was no structural impediment to relexicalizing a phonetic output [koSi] as underlying IkoSi/, which is the synchronic underlying form in the Mbololo dialect.
The exact realization of H-shifting in Taita dialects appears rather varied.
In the following comparisons, the Josa data are from Philippson 1991, and
Rong' e data are from my own notes.
(66)

Dembwa

CVCV

cvcvcv
Mbololo
Josa
Rong'e

CVCV
CVCVCV
CVCV
CVCVCV
CVCV
CVCVCV

ku-pona
ku-daruna
ku-j3ona
ku-daftma
ku-locfa
ku-dafuna
ku-pona
ku-daftma

,

'to see
'to chew'
,
'to see
'to chew'
'to dream
,
'to chew
,
'to see
,
'to chew

Three parameters of variations can be inferred from analysis of the dialects. The
first is rightward spread, to be further distinguished as primary spread plus secondary spread involving proximity to word boundaries. Second, the spreading process may show resistance of final syllables to receiving H. Third, the languages
may show left-branch de 1inking (unrestricted or restricted from applying to certain penultimate or antepenultimate syllables). Dembwa has unrestricted primary
spreading which means that H always spreads one syllable to the right; it also has
restricted secondary spreading which means that H will spread again across or
into word-final position as long as the target is not phrase-final; and it has restricted left branch delinking, meaning roughly that doubly-linked H is preserved
when one branch of the H is on a long penult (the conditions are more complex:
see Odden 2001 for further discussion). Mbololo, on the other hand, has restricted
primary spreading (no spreading to the final syllable), no synchronic secondary
spreading but evidence of earlier unrestricted secondary spreading in nouns, and
unrestricted left branch delinking (HH is unattested). The data from Josa suggest
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unrestricted primary spreading and unrestricted left branch delinking, and the data
from Rong' e suggest unrestricted primary and secondary spreading, and restricted
left branch delinking.
(67)
Dembwa

ku-~6na

primary
spread
unrestricted

ku-daffina
ku-~6na

Josa

ku-dafuna
ku-IoOa
ku-kumbuka

unrestricted

ku-~6na

unrestricted

ku-dafuna

left branch
delinking
restricted

restricted

Mbololo

Rong'e

secondary
spread

restricted

unrestricted
none
unrestricted
restricted
restricted
unrestricted

Further descriptive and dialect research will be required in order to determine
what other tonal patterns are found in Taita, and whether "proto-Taita" fully retained the 4-way system of nominal contrasts from proto-Bantu.
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